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By Maurice Siegel

Xlibris, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****. What is a word? I mean to that brain of ours, a sound distinctly different from tree
branches in motion or those of leaves hanging down uncertain what to do next. We get simple
instructions from tree noises except for getting out of the way should one of them collapse. Not
much information was gathered after a life of staring up at trees in awe, not even a smile. The
reason is obvious. We have to be told what a word is when struck on the ears for the first time,
generally intended to identify some object that can bring danger or caring or usefulness. After that
identification, it s clear sailing. The word grows like the tree does, with additional information
tacked on to get you to laugh or cry or shrug or wonder or turn away unconcerned. Unless the
word is attached to other words, words lurking about that can be hooked up with ease. Something
new will happen. The mind can become busy directing the body to cause something to come about.
Something to come about comes in two sizes. The...
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This created publication is excellent. It generally does not price a lot of. You may like just how the writer create this pdf.
-- Jo K uhlm a n-- Jo K uhlm a n

This sort of pdf is everything and made me searching forward plus more. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You may like
just how the author compose this book.
-- Ma e Jones-- Ma e Jones
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